
Lecture 11: Measurement to Hypotheses

Benjamin Graham



Today’s Schedule

– Homework #2 will be posted Friday. It is due October 2.

– Finish up validity and reliability

– Levels of Analysis

– Direction of Causation



Clicker Review

• If a measure has good convergent validity, this means:

• A. The best fit lines never cross, even at infinity

• B. Two different people will usually converge on the same definition

• C. The measure you are using is highly correlated with other measures of 
the same theoretical construct

• D. The measure you are using is distinguishable from measures of other 
theoretical constructs

• E. Your measure captures all the information in your theoretical construct 
and not any information outside that construct

• F. Your measure predicts the things that theory says it ought to predict.



Clicker Review

• If a measure has good criterion validity, this means:

• A. The best fit lines never cross, even at infinity

• B. Two different people will usually converge on the same definition

• C. The measure you are using is highly correlated with other measures of 
the same theoretical construct

• D. The measure you are using is distinguishable from measures of other 
theoretical constructs

• E. Your measure captures all the information in your theoretical construct 
and not any information outside that construct

• F. Your measure predicts the things that theory says it ought to predict.



Clicker Review

• If a measure has good content validity, this means:

• A. The best fit lines never cross, even at infinity

• B. Two different people will usually converge on the same definition

• C. The measure you are using is highly correlated with other measures of 
the same theoretical construct

• D. The measure you are using is distinguishable from measures of other 
theoretical constructs

• E. Your measure captures all the information in your theoretical construct 
and not any information outside that construct

• F. Your measure predicts the things that theory says it ought to predict.



Clicker Review

• If a measure has good discriminant validity, this means:

• A. The best fit lines never cross, even at infinity

• B. Two different people will usually converge on the same definition

• C. The measure you are using is highly correlated with other measures of 
the same theoretical construct

• D. The measure you are using is distinguishable from measures of other 
theoretical constructs

• E. Your measure captures all the information in your theoretical construct 
and not any information outside that construct

• F. Your measure predicts the things that theory says it ought to predict.



Clicker review



Using existing data vs collecting your own

• Data collection is hard, time consuming and expensive

• Your concept may not match

• The data may have errors 

• Sometimes we face a tradeoff between external and internal validity

• A study we run ourselves in a small population, with our own carefully 
constructed measures that match our concepts exactly

• A broad study in a large population with someone else’s (perhaps faulty) 
measures that don’t match our concepts as exactly as we would like.



Why know this stuff?



Using existing data

• Requires “due diligence”

• Start with the codebook

– Assess the content validity of the measure

• Does it match your theory?

– Does the author have any measure of reliability?

• Clean the data

– Look for nonsensical values

– Examine all outliers



Ecological and Reductionist fallacy

• Ecological fallacy/reductionist fallacy: This can occurs when the unit of analysis in 
the question and the the unit of analysis in the measure don’t match.

• Ecological fallacy: Inferences about individual-processes drawn from group level 
data.

– If you find that sabotage in factories is more common in factories with a 
higher proportion of unskilled workers, you would fall victim to the ecological 
fallacy if you infer that unskilled workers are more likely to commit sabotage.  



Ecological and Reductionist fallacies

• Ecological fallacy/reductionist fallacy: This can occurs when the unit of analysis in 
the question and the the unit of analysis in the measure don’t match.

• Ecological fallacy: Inferences about individual-processes drawn from group level 
data.

– Example: If you find that sabotage in factories is more common in factories 
with a higher proportion of unskilled workers, you would fall victim to the 
ecological fallacy if you infer that unskilled workers are more likely to commit 
sabotage.  

• Reductionist fallacy: Inferences about group processes drawn from individual level 
data.

– Example: Assuming that because an individual is poor, he/she lives in a poor 
neighborhood.



Ecological and Reductionist fallacies

• I have data on a particular USC fraternity and find that it throws frequent parties at 
which members consume alcohol. I know that one of my students is a member of 
this fraternity and I infer that he parties and consumes alcohol regularly.  This 
inference is:

– A. Valid

– B. Ecological fallacy

– C. Reductionist fallacy



Ecological and Reductionist fallacies

• I have data on a random sample of USC students, and I find that, on average, 
students in my sample attend class 75% of the time. Based on this data, I infer that 
the average class at USC is attended by 75% of its students. This inference is:

– A. Valid

– B. Ecological fallacy

– C. Reductionist fallacy



Reliability

• A measure is reliable if the measure yields consistent values when the level of the 
phenomenon being measured is not changing.

– Ex: Crime, wealth

• Test-retest reliability (intrarater reliability, intraobserver reliability)

• Alternate-Forms reliability

• Inter-rater (inter-observer) reliability



Circling Back to Hypotheses

1. Start with some observational research (and with the existing literature).

2. A pattern in the data: Democracies tend to win the wars the fight.
1. Can we write a research question?

3. Question: Why do democracies win the wars they fight?

4. First the board, then in groups
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